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Abstract 

Virtual education also known as e-learning is a form of distance education that is aided primarily 
Internet and its many tools . Un iversities twentieth century saw at the e-learning systerr:l , an alternative 
to start teaching some courses, specia lties, and as time has been moving , now offers. undergraduate 
(professional careers) and in more recen! years even offer postgraduate education . 

Since the beginning of vi rtual universities in the late twentieth century , the information and 
communication technologies ha ve ~volved . exponentially , with changes in the models of teaching, 
learning and educational management. 

Therefore , !hose models that explained how to work in virtual un iversities in the twentieth century, are 
currently facing not on ly the incorporation of new technologies but also new educational models such 
as competency-based model and thus the challenges and adequacy of educational elements such as 
the roles of teachers now ca lled tutors, the student activities and digital · administration 
Th is article presents the main results of research being done at the National Polytechnic lnstitute 
(Mexico) from the earl y experiences of implementing a Masters on line using the Moodle l~arning 

platform . We will compa re the proposed models for vi rtua l universities and the real ity that is lived in a 
particular online Master of th is institution . 

Even though the basic elements of any model of Virtual University includes considering the users, 
production and design courses , equipment 1 technology, train ing , among other things, we can mention 
that despite the decades and technological development, virtual education not only aims to provide 
online content. • 

Keywords : Virtual Universities, Moodle , master degree . 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Conceptualization of Virtual University System 

Designing and planning a Virtual University (VU ) ora virtual campus is a very complex task, since not 
only is to ·. design content to be worked . online, others question by detailed and complex 
multidiscipliÍlary, must also involve management aspects . 

We start from the premise that all VU require network computer equ ipment, ie telematics equipment,. 
so this can create vi rtual space to produce symbolic communicative interaction. 

Kumiko Aoki , a researcher and professor at Boston University, acknowledges that at the time the term 
has been overused Virtua l hence the phrase Virtual University also has come to apply without really 
embrace its real mean ing . Thus the VU name applied eg when online courses are offered through the 
Internet. but did not offer universities or has no recognition given by a university. 

The term VU , applies when the institutional infrastructure provides students with learning experiences 
and support services related to complete either a par! of your degree program ora whole either onl ine 
or on a network, and through videoconferencing , teleconferencing and systems telematic interaction, 
in addition to providing the students of teac;hers 1 counselors with resources to teach and do research 
in cyberspa·ce. [ ... ] The VU must be students, teachers, admin istrative services, su pport and resources 
to provide official recognition of courses taken . (1] 

The main features of the vi rtua l universi ties are : 

• Use telecommunications technologies. through Internet and create envi ronments (such as 
learning platforms) that allow virtualization of educational experiences in cyberspace. 
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• lmplies that subjects working remotely which requires constan! previous organization. 

• lt implies a greater responsibility in thei'r self-learn ing . 

• Modify the traditional roles of teacher - pupil: teacher is no longer the center that provides 
learning , now becomes tutorial , a tutor. Meanwhile the student cha nges from a taxable person 
be an active subject. 

So virtualization is used in distance education , but also can be exploited in classroom education 
systems as an alternative educational tool, for example, most colleges use telematic networks to 
support their classroom courses through videoconferencing or consultations to virtual libraries , among 
others . 

As indica ted Jorge Alejandro Martinez Peniche and Pisanty Baruch: 

The educational telecommunications is a process · that is founded on a principie of 
interaction of the subject with other subjects technology mediated communication and 
artificial languages. The reference system of this communicative action involves the three 
worlds and the three modes of existence: 1) the real world of material objects, 2) the 
social world of behavioral rules for action and , 3) the cultural world of the contents of 
thought and symbolic relationships . [2] 

Do not think that vi rtua l universities fully replace the traditional universities , t(le VU is an alternative 
and that is according to the needs of certain social groups that require less physical movement and 
more fle xible time management and the use of digital technologies you may have other educational 
expe_riences that support learning. 

Pierre Lévy, a professor at the University of Paris , [3) considers that due to these new digital 
technologies can amplify human cog nitive fun ctions: as memory (da tabases, _hyperdocuments), 
imagination (simu lations). perception (te lepresence , RV), reasoning (artificial intelligence . modeling of 
complex phenomena). With these intellectual technologies are favored, new forms of access to 
information : hyperdocuments , information search thanks to browsers , dynamic maps data and new 
ways of thinking and knowledge. Now the appropriation of knowledge, not only based on logical 
deduction or direct experience , but also in the use of simulators or RV. 

The distance learning systems, have sorne adva ntages over the traditional classroom: 

• Flexibility in time and place to study because students can access educational materials at any 
time and any place. 

• lnteraction between the different actors . 

• Good feedback. Good in the sense that it is almos! custom (revision sin'gle task) and co
assessment (through comments of her classmates eg discussion forums) . 

• Use of technology to generate more communication and educational experiences. 

These educational options - cornmunic?tiqn are changing the old paradigm of education on-site to 
move to distance education on-line, and 1 or virtual. As the user 1 student, there are two main groups: 
1) !hose students who prefer classroom to consider them as the bes! educational alternative , and 
therefore loQ)<ing for a mixture of experiences face to face and online education , recogn izing the 
advantages selecting you r rate and hours of study.2) the other students, especially !hose who are 
already working , prefer opportunities offered online education by allowing them to have the flexibility 
they need , regardless 0f their geographicallocati on and even have your schedule . 

Aoki (Boston University) and Pogroszewski (Educational Technology Service ), consider that in the 
higher education level, there is a growing interest in onl ine education and is mainly due to three 
factors: 1.-The institutions are looki ng to in crease their enrollment by attracting students not residen! in 
the un iversities (ie no classroom) 2. - There is a growing need for adu lts who want to learn and 
develop new skills , crediti ng materials in schools , overcoming the limitations of time and space, 3. -
the development of new iechnologies that can provide for distance education courses more attractive. 
[4) 

The curren! context of higher education is changing dramatically internally and externally . There was 
an increasing interest on the part of educational institutions to examine the potential of virtual learning 
and thus the changes that tighten the ro les of educational environments. lt also seeks to respond to 
individuals who expect educational alternatives according lo their needs, yet affordable . In the externa! 
context of higher education institutions, society lives with greater competitiveness by occupation . 
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Today people have more than one career and are required to be up to date on their area of specialty. 
In all this context, the use of technology is evident. 

On the other hand a VU is not just a virtual classroom, also implies having all the different services 
that a traditional university offers its students . Note that these services should also be provided 
virtually (fig . 1 ) . 

FIG . 1. SERVICES THAT CAN PROVIDE THE VIRTUAL UNIVERSITIES 
Source: http://www.uson.mx/unidon/educadis. 

Therefore , Aoki and Pogroszewski, propase the following scheme ideal VU (Fig . 2) 

FIG 2.- THE FOUR AREAS OF VIRTUAL UNIVERSITY 
Source: Aoki & Pogroszewski. 
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These authors consider that a high degree VU virtualization should be integrated by 4 levels or rings, the 
center of all the rings will be the student, each ring is divided into 4 areas or components: 

1. Administrative componen! 

2. Student componen! 

3. Suppbrt resources 

4. Faculty 

1.2 Educational Model 

We comment that while there is a growing interest adults seeking skills upgrading and continuing 
education. Most UV's tends to offer updated programs . 

These elements interrelate according the proposed educational fundaments the general pedagogical 
model based institutions providing ODL. The educational paradigm that underlies virtual education is 
the "modern" brings a paradigm shift in traditional working in higher education, UNESCO indicates that 
these changes are characterized by: 

• In a t~acher-centered teaching to learning-oriented and student resources . 

• The mass educational work of the individualized labor. 

• From closed systems to open·sy~tems without formal parameters . 

• The provider-based curriculum to one based on the user. 

• The classroom and performance work based learning contexts. 

• From isolation lo grid environments. 

• From teaching to the interactive way. 

• In Educational Management resistan! to change toa proactive management. [5] 

This educational paradigm is not entirely new, it is a pedagogical movement that was born long ago, 
but in the absence of the features of new communication and information technologies , the model 
remaif)ed relegated. 

The interactive multimedia and NTCI making this change possible control information because you 
can now find educational software in many stores as well as CD's , self-learning, in· turn NTCI for 
distance learning , such as the Internet, are available to the learner. 

Changing the learning model (model centered on campus and 1 or teacher) to a stl.Jdent-cente red 
model. is accele'rating . 

In this student-centered model also arises because there is a confrontation with the tradit ional school, 
where the educational system tends to focus on the acquisition of facts and concepts as basic forms 
of learning.' While constructivist teaching trends and competency considered importan! it is not only 
the student knows, for example, add, subtract, multiply and divide, but also know to use and apply that 
knowledge in real contexts and situations and under certain reflections of behavioral significance 
(ethical sphere) . In this way you can reduce the gap between theory and practice, between knowledge 
and action . 

1.3 Moodle Platform 

Moodle is an acronym for: Modular Object - Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment Moodle is an 
Open Source Course Management. System (CMS ), also known as a Learning Management System 
(LMS ) and 1 ora Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). 

lt is a very useful tool in the educational field , allowing teachers the management of online courses 
through the Internet to students, teachers facilitating the management and development of the 
courses. lt has its roots based on constructivist theories ot'social construction of learning. Therefore 
requires !he broad participation of the student for self-study. 

Among the main features of the Moodle learning platform include: 

• Prometes the construction of learning (collaboration , activities , interaction , critica! think ing, 
etc. ) 
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• Appropriate for online learning to supplement classroom learning. 

• lt has a simple browser interface, lightweight and efficient. 

• Offers a range of activities for the courses: readings , presentations , forums , glossary posts , 
wiki , among others. 

• Let 's have a complete record of u ser access, their assignments , assessments ,and messages. 

A date for these features mentioned Moodle is used in 233 countries , with nearly 70 rnill ion users . [6] 

2 METHODOLOGY 

We now present the first results óf use of the Moodle platform in the first online ·master's National 
Polytechnic lnstitute , highly recognized institution of higher education in Mexico . 

This ma ster "scientific Teaching and Technology" was first opened in 2012, its headquarters is the 
Center for Economic Research .. Administrat ive and Social (CIECAS) in Mexico City, Mexico . As the 
first master that was offered onl ine decides to start with a small group of students who passed the 
admission process and interview (22 students). While it is a distance masters in this first re lease all 
students in turn lived in Mexico and sometimes (beginning and end) were asked to attend introductory 
lectures and evaluation face end of the semester. · 

lts general objective is : Being able to perform in teachers teaching with a scientific, technological and 
social , with fundamentals and teaching skills in the pedagogical-didactic, supported by innovation, 
research and the use of information technologies and communication , with emphasis on building and 
knowledge management, collaborative work and mentoring role , linking students to society through 
projects aimed at solving real problems and needs. 

Each student had his doubts and senior advisor for academic support. Months prior to the start of 
expertise worked with multidisciplinary design teams of the subjects to cover a'spects of subject 
content. pedagogical assistance , visual design , consulting Moodle activities, evaluation forms. 

3 PRELIMINARY RESUL TS 

Here are the first results, in the sense that mastery is still in progress and evaluation . 

According .: to the authors analyzed previously, this expertise does not have a high degree of 
vi rtual ization, in the sense that Aoki & Pogroszewski comment that should have 4 main areas: 

1. Administrative Componen! 

2. Student Componen! 

3. Support resources 

4. Faculty 

For administrative procedures , they were asked to physically attend unity, because these services are 
not available in the virtual system . 

As for the student componen! , while they had opportunity to interact via messag ing, forums, fr iendsh ip 
was observed outside the Moodle platform , as there were groups of friends who looked and talked in 
person . Sometimes when they had doubts platform applications, they commun icated with students to 
exchange views , then already communicated with the assessor or general coord inator. 

Support resources. As the first half especially in technology support, there was a little delay in solving 
questions of both students and teachers, as they used to the platform. For academic support 
resources, if cover the expectations . The Moodle platform worked well but there is a need to master 
the technical and materials for teachers, all handling capabilities assignment due dates , grades, 
among others . 

The faculty, comprising teachers , con tinued face meetings to observe the development of the course , 
problems, situations of students , organization . Sometimes if there were problerri s with a student 
progress , was requested in person to speak with the teacher and 1 or counselor. 

This indicates that even though the system was remole, it was actually in mixed system (blended ), 
under which was the first half. Evaluation will continue to review whether the program is virtualized or 
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otherwise more becomes face . lt also will continue to evaluate whether this model realize this · 
techno logy generales more skills or competencies in students. 

The vi rtualization of a program is not given on ly by the use of the Internet in this case Moodle platform , 
one ca n not call virtual university lo provide sorne materials online. Virtualization covers as mentioned 
above , different services. So far on the present case , failure to provide more online &ervices . 
Sometimes question for al) stakeholders is difficult , it always has worked most of the time presential 
systems and therefore is cons idered to be the best option to work. 
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